BILLY BRAGHITON, instructor in English and Dramatics, Chicago YMCA Workers' Education and Training Department, addressed a meeting of Electrical Workers, addressed to the U. S. Labor Day League of America, at the Labor Temple, Chicago, Ill. Mr. Braggiton was an earnest worker, and his address was well received by the audience.

The meeting was well attended, and the speaker's remarks were received with much interest. He spoke on the importance of education and training for workers, and urged the necessity of organizing workers to fight for better conditions. He pointed out that workers should not only demand better wages and working conditions, but also demand better education and training.

He spoke of the need for workers to organize themselves into stronger bodies, and to fight for their rights as a class. He said that workers should not only demand better conditions, but also demand better education and training.

The meeting ended with a resolution passed by the audience, expressing their thanks to Mr. Braggiton for his address, and their determination to work for the betterment of their conditions.
PONTIAC FACTORIES SHUT DOWN OR ON PART-TIME; JOBLESS FAMILIES GET $51 PER WEEK TO EXIST ON

Wages Down to Fifty Cents an Hour for Skilled Machinists

CRUSHED IN RUSH IN BOSTON LINE

Mayor Curley's False Scheme

(Ohe Worker Correspondent)

Ninety-five per cent of the workers on the Lyons-Washington line of the Central Labor Union in Boston are on part-time. And the mayor of Boston, Michael S. Curley, has officially declared that this is a "false scheme." Curley's "scheme" is crushingly false. He is merely busy with his "crush." The workers on the Lyons-Washington line are desperately crushingly hungry. Curley has been crushingly silent.

On November 12, 1917, when the men on the Lyons-Washington line of the Central Labor Union went on strike to demand higher wages, Mayor Curley immediately declared that the strike was "illegal," and that the strikers were "criminal." He then went after the strikers with all the resources of his power. The strike was crushingly short. The strikers were crushingly crushed. Curley has been crushingly silent ever since.

But Curley has not been crushingly silent on any subject. He has crushingly been crushingly active in crushing the workers. He has crushingly been crushingly active in crushing the workers on the Lyons-Washington line of the Central Labor Union.

"We are crushingly crushed," say the workers on the Lyons-Washington line of the Central Labor Union. "We are crushingly crushed. We are crushingly crushed. We are crushingly crushed. We are crushingly crushed. We are crushingly crushed. We are crushingly crushed. We are crushingly crushed. We are crushingly crushed.
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The workers on the Lyons-Washington line of the Central Labor Union are crushingly crushed. They are crushingly crushed. They are crushingly crushed. They are crushingly crushed. They are crushingly crushed. They are crushingly crushed. They are crushingly crushed. They are crushingly crushed.
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October Shows Wage Cuts in Massachusetts

BOSTON, Nov. 11.—Wage cuts have pulled many Massachusetts workers down to bare subsistence level, according to reports from various sections of the state. Pay cuts range from 10 to 30 per cent in some places, and even more in other parts.

Many industrial workers have been forced to accept lower wages because of the current economic situation. Some have had to reduce their hours of work in order to maintain a living. Others have lost their jobs altogether.

The fall in wages has been accompanied by a decrease in the quantity of goods available. This has led to a general increase in the price of necessities, forcing workers to economize in their purchases.

The situation is likely to improve in the near future, as the demand for labor increases. The government is taking steps to stimulate production, and the workers are expected to benefit from this.

14 British Miners Killed in Explosion

The mine disaster in South Wales was one of the most tragic events of its kind in recent years. The mine was located in the heart of the coalfield, and the explosion occurred in the early hours of the morning. The cause of the explosion is not yet known, but it is believed to have been caused by a combination of gas and smoke, which had accumulated in the mine.

The workers who were killed were all miners, and their families are now left in mourning. The government is offering compensation to the bereaved, and efforts are being made to prevent similar accidents in the future.

European Circus Workers Turn to USSR

The circus workers who were interned in the Soviet Union have now been released and are making their way back to their homes. The circus was based in a small village near Moscow, and the workers had been interned there after the revolution. They are now traveling back to their countries, where they hope to find work as circus performers.

The circus workers are grateful to the Soviet government for their help, and they are looking forward to a new beginning in their home countries.

The circus workers' release is a sign of the changing attitudes towards international cooperation. The Soviet Union is becoming more open to international trade and cultural exchange, and this is feeding into its policies towards the circus workers.

Despite the current difficulties, the circus workers are hopeful for the future. They are looking forward to a new beginning, and they are grateful to the Soviet government for their help.